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Abstract
Recent research in neural machine trans-
lation has explored flexible generation or-
ders, as an alternative to left-to-right gen-
eration. However, training non-monotonic
models brings a new complication: how to
search for a good ordering when there is
a combinatorial explosion of orderings ar-
riving at the same final result? Also, how
do these automatic orderings compare with
the actual behaviour of human translators?
Current models rely on manually built bi-
ases or are left to explore all possibilities
on their own. In this paper, we analyze the
orderings produced by human post-editors
and use them to train an automatic post-
editing system. We compare the resulting
system with those trained with left-to-right
and random post-editing orderings. We ob-
serve that humans tend to follow a nearly
left-to-right order, but with interesting de-
viations, such as preferring to start by cor-
recting punctuation or verbs.
1 Introduction
Neural sequence generation models have been
widely adopted for tasks such as machine trans-
lation (MT) (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et
al., 2017) and automatic post-editing of transla-
tions (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2016;
Chatterjee et al., 2016; Correia and Martins, 2019;
Lopes et al., 2019). These models typically gen-
erate one word at a time, and rely on a factoriza-
c© 2020 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 3.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.
*Work partly done during a research visit at New York Uni-
versity.
0: Die LMS geo¨ffnet ist . [ I:2:ist ]
1: Die LMS ist geo¨ffnet ist . [ D:4:ist ]
2: Die LMS ist geo¨ffnet .
Table 1: Example of a small post-edit from the training set.
Each action is represented by three features: its type (I for
insert and D for delete), its position in the sentence and the
token to insert/delete. In this example, the token marked in
red needs to be removed since it is incorrectly placed. The
blue token is inserted to obtain the correct pe.
tion that imposes a left-to-right generation order-
ing. Recent alternatives allow for different gener-
ation orderings (Welleck et al., 2019; Stern et al.,
2019; Gu et al., 2019a), or even for parallel gen-
eration of multiple tokens (Gu et al., 2018; Stern
et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2019b; Zhou et al., 2020),
which allows exploiting dependencies among non-
consecutive tokens. One potential difficulty when
training non-monotonic models is how to learn
a good generation ordering. There are exponen-
tially many valid orderings to generate a given
sequence, and a model should prefer those that
lead to accurate translations and can be efficiently
learned. In previous work, to guide the search for a
good ordering, oracle policies have been provided
(Welleck et al., 2019), or another kind of inductive
bias such as a loss function tailored to promote cer-
tain orderings (Stern et al., 2019). However, no su-
pervision has been used with orderings that go be-
yond simple patterns, such as left-to-right, random
ordering with a uniform distribution, or a balanced
binary tree.
While prior work has focused on learning gen-
eration orderings in an unsupervised manner, in
this paper we ask the question of whether human
generation orderings can be a useful source of su-
pervision. One such possible source lies in the
keystrokes of humans typing. It is known that
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edit operations performed by human translators are
not arbitrary (Go´is and Martins, 2019). But it is
not known how the orderings preferred by humans
look like, or how they compare to orders learned
by models.
To investigate this question, we propose a model
that learns generation orderings in a supervised
manner from human keystrokes. Since a human
is free to move back and forth arbitrarily while
editing text, the chosen order of operations can be
used as an additional learning signal. More specifi-
cally, we do this in the context of automatic post-
editing (APE) (Simard et al., 2007). APE con-
sists in improving the output of a blackbox MT
system by automatically fixing its mistakes. The
act of post-editing text can be fully specified as
a sequence of delete (DEL) and insert (INS) ac-
tions in given positions. Furthermore, if we do not
include redundant actions in a sequence, that se-
quence can be arbitrarily reordered while still pro-
ducing the same output. For instance, in Table 1,
we can switch the order of the two actions, as long
as we rectify to delete position 3 instead of position
4.
We compare a model trained with human order-
ings to others trained with left-to-right and ran-
dom orderings. We show that the resulting non-
monotonic APE system learned from human order-
ings outperforms systems learned on random or-
derings and performs comparably or slightly better
than a system learned with left-to-right orderings.
2 Dataset
2.1 WMT data and keystrokes
The dataset used in this paper is the keystrokes
dataset introduced by Specia et al. (2017) in the
scope of the QT21 project. This dataset con-
sists of triplets required to train an APE system:
source sentences (src), machine-translation out-
puts (mt) and human post-edits (pe). Features
about the post-editing process are also provided,
including the keystroke logging. In particular, we
focus on the language pair English to German
(En-De) in the Information Technology (IT) do-
main, translated with a Phrase-Based Statistical
MT system (PBSMT) – this dataset has a large in-
tersection with the data used in the WMT 2016-18
APE shared tasks (Chatterjee et al., 2018). This al-
lows for comparison with systems previously sub-
mitted to the shared task by using the exact same
development and test sets, while augmenting the
size mt=pe min-edit human-edit
train with
keystrokes 16,068 18.2% 6.6 14.48
full train 23,000 14.6% 11.8 —
dev ’16 1,000 6.0% 11.3 —
Table 2: WMT-APE datasets: Original training set and de-
velopment set from the WMT-APE shared task, and subset
of the training set also found in the dataset from Specia et
al. (2017). mt=pe is the percentage of samples where the
mt output is already correct. min-edit is the average count of
actions (DEL ans INS) required to change mt into pe, com-
puted from Levenshtein distance. human-edit is the average
count of actions computed from human keystrokes. Both av-
erage action counts exclude samples with zero actions.
training set with keystroke logging information.
Out of 23,000 training samples provided by
the WMT 2016-17 shared tasks, 16,068 are also
present in the dataset from Specia et al. (2017).
This intersection is obtained by requiring the
same triplet (src, mt, pe) to be present in both
datasets. Since the WMT dataset comes already
pre-processed, the following pre-processing is ap-
plied to the dataset containing keystrokes, to in-
crease their intersection: using tools from Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007), we apply En punctuation-
normalization to the whole triplet, followed by to-
kenization of the corresponding language (either
En or De). Additionally, we preprocess the raw
keystrokes to obtain word-level DEL and INS ac-
tions (detailed in §2.2).
Table 2 shows statistics from WMT’s original
data and training set after intersecting with the
keystrokes dataset from Specia et al. (2017). We
denote by min-edit the average count of DEL and
INS obtained from the Levenshtein distance. Av-
erage count of human actions (human-edit) is only
available for the subset of the training data found
in the keystrokes dataset. Also note that keystrokes
will not be required during inference, only for
training. Once a model is already trained, the only
input required is a (src, mt) pair in order to pre-
dict a full sequence of actions and produce the final
pe. This allows to use the exact same development
and test sets as in the shared task, without losing
any samples.
2.2 Preprocessing raw keystrokes
The original keystrokes logging provides
character-level changes made by the human
editor. Since this information is too fine-grained
for our model, we preprocess the raw keystokes
to obtain word-level DEL and INS. Our starting
src
When you decrease opacity , the underlying artwork becomes visible through the surface of the object , stroke ,
fill , or text .
mt
Wenn Sie die Deckkraft verringern , wird das zugrunde liegende Bildmaterial durch die Oberflche des Objekts ,
Kontur , Flche oder Text angezeigt .
pe
Wenn Sie die Deckkraft verringern , wird das darunterliegende Bildmaterial durch die Oberflche des Objekts ,
der Kontur , der Flche bzw. des Textes sichtbar .
l2r D:8:zugrunde D:8:liegende I:8:darunterliegende I:16:der I:19:der D:21:oder D:21:TextD:21:angezeigt I:21:bzw. I:22:des I:23:Textes I:24:sichtbar STOP
shuff D:20:oder I:22:bzw. D:20:Text I:22:des I:10:darunterliegende D:8:zugrunde I:23:sichtbarI:19:der I:24:Textes I:17:der D:22:angezeigt D:8:liegende STOP
h-ord I:17:der I:20:der D:22:oder I:24:bzw. I:25:des D:22:Text I:25:Textes D:8:zugrundeD:8:liegende I:8:darunterliegende D:21:angezeigt I:24:sichtbar STOP
human I:17:der I:20:der D:22:oder I:22:bzw. I:23:des D:24:Text I:24:Textes D:8:zugrundeD:8:liegende I:8:darunterliegende D:25:. D:24:angezeigt I:24:sichtbar I:25:. STOP
Table 3: Example of a sentence and its minimum-edit actions ordered in three different ways: left-to-right (l2r), randomly
shuffled (shuff ) and following human order (h-ord). The unfiltered human actions are also presented (human). We can see that
the human chose to first insert the two words marked in blue, later moving back in the sentence to edit the leftmost mistakes.
point is the sequence of strings containing the
mt state after each keystroke. We track which
word is currently being edited and store an action
to summarize the change. Replacements are
represented as a DEL followed by INS. Multiple
words may be changed simultaneous, either by
selecting and deleting a block of words or by
pasting text. Block changes assume a left-to-right
sequence of actions.
Table 3 contains an example of a preprocessed
sequence of keystrokes in the last line (human).
When applied to the mt, the sentence is converted
to pe. Note that this kind of action sequences may
be impossible to re-order due to redundant actions
— for a token t not present in mt nor pe, the ac-
tions INS:0:t DEL:0:t cannot be switched.
We perform an additional step to eliminate re-
dundant actions performed by human post-editors.
Editors may take paths significantly longer than
the minimum edit distance. During experiments
these longer paths proved harmful for the model,
so we designed a way to filter all actions which
are not relevant. First, an optimal action sequence
that minimizes edit (Levenshtein) distance is ob-
tained with dynamic programming. Since by def-
inition this sequence does not contain redundant
actions, these actions can be reordered to produce
the same output. This provides a chance to exper-
iment with different orders, such as left-to-right or
human order. To align the unfiltered human actions
with the minimum-edit actions, we first match hu-
man actions to machine actions that insert/delete
the same token. Then, we break ties by aligning
each machine action to the human action applied
to the closest position in the sentence. Note that in
some cases this alignment is not possible – for in-
stance in Table 1, if the editor had moved the word
geo¨ffnet instead of ist, the alignment would have
failed. However, in practice this only happens in
around 1% of the samples. In such cases, we sim-
ply keep the unfiltered human order.
For reproducibility purposes, we provide the
dataset containing the (src, mt, pe) triplets, to-
gether with the four kinds of action sequences
seen in Table 3, in https://github.com/
antoniogois/keystrokes_ape.
2.3 Analysis of action sequences
Given the actions provided by the minimum-edit
distance between mt and pe it is possible to re-
order them arbitrarily, as explained in the previous
section. In Figure 1 we visualize three different
kinds of orderings: the one produced by human
post-editors, a random ordering, and the ordering
obtained by processing the sentence left-to-right.
We show, in the vertical axis of Figure 1, in
which position of the sentence an action is applied,
relatively to the other actions of the same sam-
ple. On the left-hand plot we display two samples.
Sample A contains 3 actions, applying the leftmost
action followed by the rightmost and finally an ac-
tion applied in a sentence position somewhere in
between the first two. This could be generated
from random shuffling or human-order, but never
from the artificial left-to-right order. On the other
hand, Sample B contains 5 actions which could
have been ordered by any of the three methods. In
practice, 2.0% of the human-ordered samples fol-
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Figure 1: Relative positions of actions in a sequence. Each action-sequence length is normalized to 1, and we show the order
by which actions were applied. For instance, sample A in the left-hand plot contains 3 actions, applied in a non-monotonic
order — first the leftmost action, then the rightmost and finally the middle-action (e.g. corresponding to actions in positions 3,
8 and 5 of a sentence). Samples A and B represent respectively 2.0% and 4.2% of the human action-sequences. The right-hand
plot shows the average of all sequences, in human order, left-to-right and shuffled. Human-order tends to follow a left-to-right
order, but not as strict as the artificial left-to-right. The shuffled sequences do not follow any pattern, as expected.
low sample A, and 4.2% follow sample B.
On the right-hand plot we visualize the aver-
age line for each of the three orders. We can see
that human actions tend to follow a left-to-right or-
der, but not as strictly as the artificial left-to-right.
Shuffled sequences are equally likely to start on the
far left or far right of the sentence.
Relative orderings displayed in Figure 1 can be
represented as a permutation of the sequence (0,
1, ..., #actions), i.e. Sample A would be (0, 2, 1)
and Sample B (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). This way it is possi-
ble to use Kendall’s τ distance (Kendall, 1938) to
measure how far we are from a pure left-to-right
order. We show this in Table 4, together with the
percentage of actions which are a jump-back (ap-
plied to a position in the sentence to the left of the
previous action) requiring a jump of at least 1 or 4
tokens. We confirm that the human-order is nearly
left-to-right, but with some deviations.
Jump-Back JB≥4 Kendall’s τ
l2r 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
shuff 39.43% 21.34% 0.48
h-ord 14.87% 4.26% 0.16
Table 4: Statistics of action orders following left-to-right,
random shuffle and human-order. Jump-Back counts actions
applied to any position before the previous action, whereas
JB≥4 requires a jump of at least 4 tokens. Kendall’s τ dis-
tance is measured between the sequence (0, 1, ..., #actions)
and its permutation matching the order of the actions in the
sentence.
In Figure 2 we visualize the words preferred by
human editors as first action. We count how many
times each word is picked as the first action (with-
out discriminating DEL and INS), both for human
order and left-to-right order. We subtract human
occurrences by left-to-right occurrences, keeping
only words with a difference of at least 5, and
group them by part-of-speech tags. We can see that
humans prefer to begin with punctuation, whereas
a left-to-right order favours determinants, which
tend to appear in the beginning of the sentence.
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Figure 2: Part-of-speech tags preferred by humans as a first
action — positive values indicate tags preferred by humans,
negative values indicate tags preferred by left-to-right order.
We count occurrences of each word as first action in both hu-
man action sequences and left-to-right sequences. We sub-
tract humans counts by left-to-right counts, discard words
with a difference lower than 5, and group results by part-of-
speech tag.
3 Model
Inspired by recent work in non-monotonic genera-
tion (Stern et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2019a; Emelia-
nenko et al., 2019), we propose a model that re-
ceives a src, mt pair and outputs one action at
a time. When a new action is predicted, there is
no explicit memory of previous time-steps. The
model can only observe the current state of the mt,
which may have been changed by previous actions
of the model.
This model is based on a Transformer-Encoder
pre-trained with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). After
producing one hidden state for each token, a lin-
ear transformation outputs two values per token:
the logit of deleting that token and of inserting a
word to its right. Out of all possible DEL or INS
positions, the most likely operation is selected. A
special operation is reserved to represent End-of-
Decoding. If an INS operation is chosen, we still
need to choose which token to insert. Another lin-
ear transformation is applied to the hidden state of
the chosen position. We obtain a distribution over
the vocabulary and select the most likely token.
Figure 3 illustrates this procedure.
After a DEL or INS is applied, we repeat this
procedure using the updated mt. Decoding can
end in three different ways:
• When the STOP action is predicted;
• When the model enters a loop;
• When a limit of 50 actions is reached.
Once decoding ends, the model outputs the final
post-edited mt.
Model details. We use BERT’s implementation
from Wolf et al. (2019) together with OpenNMT
(Klein et al., 2017), both based on PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2019). The pretrained BERT-Encoder con-
tains 12 layers, embedding size and hidden size of
768.
We begin with an input sequence x. This se-
quence is the concatenation of:
src + [SEP] + <S> + mt + <T>
where <S> and <T> are auxiliary tokens used to
allow INS in position 0 and to represent End-of-
Decoding. Tokens before and after [SEP] have
a different segment embedding, to help differen-
tiate between src and mt tokens. Let N be the
length of x after applying a BERT pre-trained to-
kenizer (Wolf et al., 2019). This sequence is the
input of the BERT-Encoder with hidden dimension
h = 768. The output is a matrix H ∈ RN×h. We
call each possible DEL position and each INS po-
sition an edit-operation. Note that this does not
yet include the choice of a token from the vocab-
ulary. For each token in the partially generated
BERT
SRC	+	MT
H
D I D I D I
Vocab
der
Figure 3: Our proposed model for automatic post-editing. A
BERT-Encoder receives as input src and mt to produce a
hidden representation H . We apply a linear transformation to
the full H , obtaining a probability distribution over all pos-
sible actions. If the chosen action is an INS, we obtain a
distribution over the vocabulary by applying another linear
transformation to H’s row of the chosen action position.
sentence, we obtain the logit of INS (on the posi-
tion to its right) and DEL (of the token itself) using
a learnable matrix W ∈ Rh×2. The distribution
probability over all possible edit-operations is de-
fined as:
p(edit op) = softmax(flatten(HW )) (1)
To represent the End-of-Decoding operation, we
use the action DEL<T>. All unavailable actions
are masked: DEL<S>, INS-after<T>, and
edit-operations on src. When the model predicts
an INS, a token is then predicted for that position.
Let i be the chosen position, hi ∈ Rh the ith row
in H , and V ∈ R|v|×h the matrix mapping to all
tokens in a vocabulary of size v:
p(token | edit op) = softmax(V hi) (2)
The predicted action is applied and we repeat
this procedure using the updated x. Since no his-
tory of previous actions is kept, this opens the pos-
sibility of entering a loop. To handle loops, when
we re-visit a state x we stop decoding. Alterna-
tively, we tried applying theN th most likely action
on the N th visit to a given x, but this degraded per-
formance slightly.
4 Training
During training, the model may have several cor-
rect actions to choose from, even if we only con-
sider actions following a minimum edit distance
dev 2016 test 2016 test 2017 test 2018
TER ↓ BLEU ↑ TER ↓ BLEU ↑ TER ↓ BLEU ↑ TER ↓ BLEU ↑
MT baseline
(uncorrected) 24.81 62.92 24.76 62.11 24.48 62.49 24.24 62.99
l2r 22.33 67.04 22.53 66.23 22.63 65.84 22.97 65.49
(±0.13) (±0.11) (±0.26) (±0.26) (±0.3) (±0.29) (±0.20) (±0.26)
shuff 22.47 66.74 22.87 65.89 23.24 65.14 22.94 65.39
(±0.15) (±0.22) (±0.23) (±0.28) (±0.25) (±0.24) (±0.12) (±0.18)
h-ord 22.15 67.19 22.65 66.15 22.75 65.63 22.70 65.72
(±0.23) (±0.15) (±0.16) (±0.19) (±0.08) (±0.04) (±0.15) (±0.22)
Correia and Martins (2019)
(seq2seq BERT) 18.05 72.39 18.07 71.90 18.91 70.94
Be´rard et al. (2017)
(actions) 23.07 22.89 23.08 65.57
Table 5: Results on development set and test sets used in WMT 2018 APE shared task. We show our system’s performance
trained by each of the three proposed orderings, and two other models for comparison. Correia and Martins (2019) is a
monotonic model following the sequence-to-sequence architecture and pre-trained on BERT (seq2seq BERT). Be´rard et al.
(2017) predict a sequence of actions in a left-to-right order.
path. We compare different ground-truth action se-
quences based on minimum edit actions, all arriv-
ing at the same pe:
• Left-to-right (l2r);
• Randomly shuffled (shuff );
• Human-ordered (h-ord).
Minimum edit actions are generated using the
dynamic programming algorithm to compute Lev-
enshtein distance. The algorithm is set to output
left-to-right actions, but since its output contains
no redundant actions, they can be arbitrarily re-
ordered. One simple way to re-order the actions is
by randomly shuffling them. A more sophisticated
alternative consists in matching each minimum-
edit action to a human action, as described in §2.2.
We also experimented with unfiltered human ac-
tions. However this resulted in significantly infe-
rior performance, possibly due to the hesitations
made by humans typing, who may add and delete
words unnecessary for the final pe.
Training details. We train the model by maxi-
mizing the likelihood of the action sequences pro-
vided as ground truth. Following Correia and Mar-
tins (2019) we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
with a triangular schedule, increasing linearly for
the first 5,000 steps until 5× 10−5, applying a lin-
ear decay afterwards. BERT components have `2
weight decay of 10−4. We apply dropout (Srivas-
tava et al., 2014) with pdrop = 0.1 and, for the loss
of vocabulary distribution, label-smoothing with
 = 0.1 (Pereyra et al., 2017). We use batch size
of 512 tokens and save checkpoints every 10,000
steps.
5 Experiments
We compare the effect of using different action or-
ders on the development set and test sets of WMT
2018 APE shared task (Chatterjee et al., 2018).
By using only training data overlapping with
WMT’s training sets (as described in §2.1), we
are able to use WMT’s development and test sets
for evaluation. This allows to compare the perfor-
mance of our model with that of previous submis-
sions. Note however that our systems are in disad-
vantage, due to being trained on fewer data: out of
the original 23,000 training samples we only found
16,068 in Specia et al. (2017).
5.1 Performance of models
We explore three different ways to order the ac-
tions provided by minimum edit distance: l2r,
shuff and h-ord. For each run, we pick the best
checkpoint measured by TER in the development
set, and evaluate on 3 test sets. Table 5 shows the
average and standard deviation of 5 runs. Depend-
ing on the dataset chosen, the best performance is
achieved by either l2r or h-ord, with small varia-
tions between the two. Random shuffling is con-
sistently worse than the alternatives, by a margin
of around 0.3 TER. All three alternatives signifi-
cantly improve the uncorrected MT baseline.
To compare with existing results, we choose two
models. Correia and Martins (2019) use an archi-
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Figure 4: Relative positions of actions in a sequence, as ex-
plained in Figure 1. Comparing the original full left-to-right
training data curve (orange) with the model predictions (blue),
we see that the model became slightly non-monotonic.
tecture based on a monotonic autoregressive de-
coder (factorized in a left-to-right order). They
propose a strategy that leverages on the pretrained
BERT transformer (Devlin et al., 2019), achiev-
ing performance gains with it. Monotonic au-
toregressive models typically achieve a superior
performance than their non-monotonic and non-
autoregressive counterparts (Zhou et al., 2020).
Be´rard et al. (2017) propose a model that predicts
a sequence of actions, which is closer to our ap-
proach, although they impose a left-to-right or-
der. As expected, we do not outperform the re-
sults of the monotonic autoregressive model. How-
ever, we beat Be´rard’s action-based model, even
though we use a smaller training set due to requir-
ing keystrokes (16,086 samples instead of 23,000).
This gain could be due to the pretraining of the
BERT encoder used in our model, but also because
of a largely different architeture (e.g. we use a
Transformer encoder instead of a LSTM).
5.2 Learned orderings
Regarding the orderings learned by our model,
they largely resemble the behaviour of the training
data. Similar values for Kendall’s τ distance indi-
Kendall’s τ ∆ K’s τ %loops %do-noth
l2r 0.04 +0.04 15.6 10.5
shuff 0.50 +0.02 12.9 11.2
h-ord 0.16 0.00 16.0 9.8
Table 6: Statistics on the actions predicted by the 3 differ-
ent models, measured on a single run of the development set.
∆ K’s τ refers to the difference between Kendall’s τ distance
of the model’s output and of the corresponding training data.
%loops counts samples that entered a loop, and %do-noth
counts samples where the first predicted action was STOP.
cate a similar amount of non-monotonicity in each
of the three scenarios, as seen in Table 6. The only
exception is the left-to-right model which, unlike
the training data, becomes slightly non-monotonic
during inference time. This is shown by the in-
crease in Kendall’s τ distance and illustrated by
Figure 4. This imprecision in the decoding order
may be expected since the model does not have an
explicit memory of what has already been done.
6 Related Work
Non-monotonic models. Recent work explored
alternatives for neural sequence generation that do
not impose a left-to-right generation order. On the
one hand, this allows for bidirectional attention to
both left and right context of the token being gen-
erated. On the other hand, it is a more challeng-
ing task since it implies learning a generation or-
der from a number of possibilities that grows ex-
ponentially. Generation order is usually treated as
a latent variable, and our work differs in that we
use supervision from human post-editors.
Gu et al. (2019a) propose an insertion-based
model which avoids re-encoding by using rela-
tive attention, and has two ways of learning order:
one using pre-defined orders, the other searching
for orders that maximize the sequence likelihood,
given the current model parameters. Emelianenko
et al. (2019) train using sampled orders instead, to
better escape local optima. They also drop the rel-
ative attention mechanism together with its better
theoretical bound on time complexity – showing
that, in practice, inference remains feasible.
Welleck et al. (2019) propose a model that gen-
erates text as a binary tree. They learn order from
a uniform distribution that slowly shifts to search
among the model’s own preferences, or alterna-
tively using a deterministic left-to-right oracle.
Lawrence et al. (2019) use placeholders to rep-
resent yet-to-insert tokens, allowing for bidirec-
tional attention without exposing future tokens.
Decoding is either done left-to-right or by pick-
ing the most certain prediction. Alternatively all
tokens can be decided in parallel, but with signifi-
cant loss in performance.
Non-autoregressive models. Another class of
models focuses on parallel decoding of multiple
tokens, moving away from the traditional autore-
gressive paradigm. This unlocks faster inference,
but brings the difficult challenge of learning depen-
dencies between tokens (Gu et al., 2018). Stern et
al. (2019) explore both non-monotonic autoregres-
sive and non-autoregressive decoding with the In-
sertion Transformer. They use loss functions that
promote either left-to-right order, a uniform distri-
bution or a balanced binary tree for maximal par-
allelization.
The recently proposed Levenshtein Transformer
(Gu et al., 2019b) introduces a Delete operation,
and can generate or refine text by iterating between
parallel insertions and parallel deletions — allow-
ing to tackle the task of MT and also APE. Ruis et
al. (2020) add a Delete operation to the Insertion
Transformer and evaluate on artificial tasks. Our
work differs in that we keep our model autoregres-
sive, tackle the non-monotonicity by providing su-
pervision to the order, analyze learned orders and
focus on the APE task.
In general, this class of models is difficult to
train and relies on several tricks. Knowledge
distillation can bring improvements (Zhou et al.,
2020), recently allowing Levenshtein Transformer
to close the gap in translation quality between
autoregressive monotonic and non-autoregressive
models. In our setup, the tools proposed by Zhou
et al. (2020) to measure data complexity could be
used, for instance, for filtering out samples which
are too complex.
Automatic post-editing. APE was initially pro-
posed to combine rule-based translation systems
with statistical phrase-based post-editing (Simard
et al., 2007). As the quality of MT systems im-
proves, there is less benefit in post-editing its mis-
takes, in particular if the MT system is trained on
in-domain data. Current neural MT systems tend
to generate very fluent output, therefore to fix their
mistakes it is not enough to look at the mt output,
but more deeply seek information from the src to
fix adequacy errors. Top-performing systems for
post-editing currently rely on tricks such as round-
trip translation (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grund-
kiewicz, 2016) to increase dataset size, leverag-
ing on pre-trained models (Correia and Martins,
2019) and using conservativeness penalties (Lopes
et al., 2019) to avoid over-editing. Be´rard et al.
(2017) post-edit by predicting a sequence of ac-
tions with an imposed left-to-right order. Another
recent work directly models edits, without includ-
ing order information but allowing to re-use edits
in unseen contexts (Yin et al., 2019).
Human post-editing. Previous work has ex-
plored keystrokes to understand the behavior of
human editors. O’Brien (2006) investigates the
relationship between pauses and cognitive effort,
while later research (Lacruz et al., 2012; Lacruz
and Shreve, 2014) examines keystroke logs for
the same effect. Specia et al. (2017) introduce
a dataset of human post-edits, containing infor-
mation on keytrokes. Recently it was shown
that detailed information from post-editing, such
as sequences of edit-operations combined with
mouseclicks and waiting times, contain structured
information (Go´is and Martins, 2019). The same
work provides evidence that this kind of informa-
tion allows to identify and profile editors, and may
be helpful in downstream tasks.
7 Conclusions
In this work we explored different ways to or-
der the edit operations necessary to fix mistakes
in a translated sentence. In particular, we stud-
ied which orderings are produced by humans, and
whether they can be used to guide the training of a
non-monotonic post-editing system.
We found that humans tend to use nearly left-to-
right order, although with exceptions, such as pre-
ferring to fix punctuation and verbs first. We then
proposed a Transformer-based model pre-trained
with BERT that learns to automatically post-edit
translations in a flexible order. We learned this
model in three different ways: by supervising it
with orderings performed by humans, by using a
left-to-right ordering, or with random orderings. In
all three settings, the model outperformed the un-
corrected machine translation baseline and a previ-
ous system also designed to predict actions (Be´rard
et al., 2017).
Training the model with human orderings
achieved performance equivalent to left-to-right,
or even superior. The random order consistently
yielded slightly lower results. The model learned
to mimic the proposed orders in all three cases.
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